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Do Broadcasters and Media Facilities Understand IP’s Impact on Digital
Media Workflow?

AmberFin CTO, Bruce Devlin, to lead SMPTE European Seminars - “Digital Media:
Production to Distribution Using IP”

Basingstoke, UK (PRWEB UK) 5 February 2014 -- “For broadcasters and media facilities, the migration
toward information technology (IT) based production and distribution architectures is radically changing the
way media is managed, moved, and manipulated, but do the people that run these businesses understand the
implications of this rapid evolution of infrastructure and a shift toward Internet protocol (IP) architectures,”
questions Bruce Devlin, Chief Technology Officer at AmberFin, SMPTE International Sections Director, and
co-author of the SMPTE-sponsored MXF specification. “Freed from their reliance on physical media, the
workflows employed in production, post-production, and distribution no longer need be time-intensive,
expensive, and inflexible. However, this progression represents a quantum change in the broadcast industry’s
enabling technology and broadcast executives need to understand this new way of working.”

Recognizing the need for further education on these topics, the Society of Motion Picture and Television
Engineers (SMPTE) has developed a Regional Seminar program designed to advance the industry in managing
issues related to the shift toward IP-based handling of media. Providing educational opportunities to industry
members is one of the three pillars of SMPTE’s mission, and to this end the Society is bringing its “Digital
Media: Production to Distribution Using IP” seminar to the U.K. in February.

Led by Bruce Devlin and his AmberFin colleague, Ben Davenport, the U.K. Regional Seminar will address the
use of media over IT infrastructure in both streaming and file-based workflows.

On February 11 in London and February 12 in Salford, this one-day regional seminar will give those working in
film, television, or digital media a valuable opportunity to gather with other industry professionals for an
interactive and educational discussion of IP technology and communications as they relate to media. This
information will be useful for all operational staff, whether from an IT or broadcast/media background, as well
as other key personnel, including those who design systems. Attendees will gain the working knowledge they
need to create and deliver content for any platform most effectively as IP-based environments grow.

“As increasing numbers of content creators and distributors adopt IT-based solutions, they gain access to
devices, technologies, and techniques that never could have been developed economically by the broadcast
community alone,” explains Bruce Devlin. “The arrival of the interconnected content creation and distribution
workflow is changing not only the technologies being used, but also the business models and strategies
embraced by media companies.”

“Globally distributed and collaborative production and post-production processes are increasingly being
implemented by content producers, distributors, broadcasters, and multichannel video programming distributors
(MVPDs). The changing nature of digital content also drives the IT migration, as next-generation broadcast
technologies such as Ultra High Definition (UHD) require rapid evolution of infrastructure and a shift toward
IP architectures,” Devlin concludes.
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Editor’s notes: Learn how IP might impact your business at SMPTE one day seminar
The seminars will begin with a brief history of the technology and an overview of fundamentals. After
examining the many efficient, cost, and production-quality advantages afforded the entertainment media
industry by adoption of IT networks, the seminars will move on to look at how these technologies and
techniques can be adapted to achieve efficiency throughout the full media life cycle, from acquisition though
production, playout, archiving, contribution, and distribution on multiple platforms. Topics will include an
overview of the IP-based facility and workflow, the elements of a successful migration to IP, and roadmaps for
workflow transition to IP in live production, contribution, and post-production.

Professional content producers will walk away understanding the impact and implications for their work if, for
example, SDI were to disappear tomorrow. Systems and facilities designers will gain a clearer understanding of
IP architectures and how to assure that, at the end of the day, they work as they must to support content creation
and distribution.

This seminar has generated enthusiastic feedback in North America, and it should prove to be highly
informative and interesting to all variety of professionals within the media industry. Further information about
the seminars, as well as the full U.K. section program of meetings and activities, is available at
www.smpte.org/sections/united-kingdom.

About the Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers
The Oscar® and Emmy® Award-winning Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers (SMPTE), a
professional membership association, is the worldwide leader in developing and providing motion-imaging
standards and education for the communications, technology, media, and entertainment industries. An
internationally recognized and accredited organization, SMPTE advances moving-imagery education and
engineering across the broadband, broadcast, cinema, and IT disciplines. Since its founding in 1916, SMPTE
has published the SMPTE Motion Imaging Journal and developed more than 650 standards, recommended
practices, and engineering guidelines. More than 6,000 members — motion-imaging executives, engineers,
creative and technology professionals, researchers, scientists, educators, and students— who meet in Sections
throughout the world, sustain the Society. Information on joining SMPTE is available at www.smpte.org/join.

About AmberFin
AmberFin’s business is intelligent media conversion, solving file-based workflow challenges for broadcasters,
sports organizations, post-production houses and other media content owners. Scalable, agile and efficient, the
Amberfin iCR (intelligent Content Re-Purposing) Platform brings true innovation and cost-effectiveness to the
demands of multi-platform delivery, enabling the industry to deal with high volumes and true-to-source high
quality pictures at the same time, all with exclusive slim-file technology.

Unique to the iCR Platform, AmberFin’s industry leading approach to Quality Control, known as Unified
Quality Control (UQC), introduces a QC mark that brings a new level of trust to media assets. UQC uniquely
combines, automated processes that integrate third party verification tools with a human touch, enabling more
efficient and effective decision-making and new levels of confidence in the file creation and transformation
processes. AmberFin continues to experience market growth thanks to hundreds of iCR systems being deployed
worldwide. Systems that are trusted where quality matters by some of the world’s leading media organizations
including Sony Pictures, Warner Brothers, Turner Broadcasting, Canal+, ITV, ZDF, NRK, Nine Network
Australia, Discovery and National Geographic. To follow the latest innovations in Broadcast-IT workflow
technologies, visit blog.amberfin.com.
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Contact Information
Aimee Ricca
Society of Motion Picture & Television Engineers - SMPTE
http://www.smpte.org
+1 914-205-2381

Bob Charlton
AmberFin
http://www.amberfin.com
+44 1884 860100

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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